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30. APPENDIX: Notion of Profiles, General 
Application Profile, and NOLAP 

No one “implements XBRL”.  Each different implementation which chooses to make 

us of XBRL picks and chooses what they implement.  It takes a highly skilled 

engineer/architect to pick the right pieces, put them together correctly, and 

otherwise design a high quality system.  This approach is time consuming, 

expensive, and takes a high level of skill. 

30.1. Application profile 

An alternative is to make use of an existing profile or “application profile173” which is 

proven, tested, designed by world-class engineers.  For example, the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy Architecture is a profile. 

 

 

So, if you are building a system, using an existing application profile which someone 

else has defined or taking an existing application profile and tweaking it is a rational 

approach. 

30.2. General business reporting application profile 

Another important notion is that of a general application profile.  What if someone 

did not want to build a system, all they wanted to do is pick up a system which 

makes use of XBRL and start using it. 

That is the purpose of the General Business Reporting Application Profile which is 

documented here: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/GeneralBusinessReportingProfile-2013-11-30.pdf 

The general business reporting application profile is defined as: 

                                           
173 Application profile, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_profile  
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“The general business reporting application profile is an application profile of 

XBRL which is 100% compliant with the XBRL 2.1, XBRL Dimensions, and 

XBRL Formula specifications. It is possible to create SEC XBRL financial filings 

using this more disciplined application profile, but not all SEC XBRL financial 

filings are compliant with this profile.” 

The general application profile is very similar in architecture to the US GAAP XBRL 

Taxonomy Architecture.  However, it is far more disciplined and rigorous and controls 

or eliminates unnecessary flexibility. 

Entropy is the notion of “lack of order or predictability; gradual decline into disorder.”  

Order is created.  When only one option is necessary, if two options exist the fact 

that someone needs to then choose between two options means that the task is 

more complex. 

30.3. NOLAP or the semantic spreadsheet 

NOLAP or Not Only SQL Analytical Processing (NOLAP) XBRL Application Profile is 

described as follows: 

“The Not Only SQL Analytical Processing (NOLAP) XBRL application profile is 

an application profile of XBRL which is 100% compliant with the XBRL 2.1, 

XBRL Dimensions, XBRL Formula, and Generic Linkbase specifications. The 

profile follows the spirit of the XBRL Abstract Model 2.0 Public Working Draft. 

It can be used to create OLAP-type hypercubes or digital spreadsheets of 

either low or high information fidelity. This document is a non-normative 

explanation of NOLAP, see the formal specification for normative guidance.” 

Documentation for the NOLAP application profile can be found here: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2014/Library/NOLAP-2014-07-01.pdf 

The notion of NOLAP is described here in this blog post: 

http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2014/5/1/nolap-xbrl-based-global-standard-

olap-no-sql-required.html  

Essentially, NOLAP is a standard cube.  A cube can be considered a generalization of 

a three-dimensional spreadsheet. 

While traditional OLAP is a powerful and useful tool, OLAP has many known 

limitations including: 

 There is no global standard for OLAP (A company created a product, ADAPT™, 

which reconciled different OLAP models to one standard model, but ADAPT™ 

is a proprietary model 

(http://www.symcorp.com/downloads/ADAPT_white_paper.pdf) 

 Cube rigidity 

 Limited computation support, mainly roll ups; does not support other common 

types of computation-type relations such as a roll forward (changes between 

two periods), adjustment (difference between an originally stated and 

restated amount), variance (difference between two reporting scenarios) 

 Limited business rule support and inability to exchange business rules 

between implementations 
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 Inability to transfer cubes between systems, each system is a "silo" which 

cannot communicate with other silos 

 Inability to articulate metadata which can be shared between OLAP systems, 

for example standard dimensions or members used across many systems 

 Focus on numeric-type information and inconsistent support for text data 

types 

 OLAP systems tend to be internally focused within an organization and do not 

work well externally, for example across a supply chain 

 OLAP tends to be read only 

 

NOLAP overcomes these limitations of OLAP. 
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